INSTALLATION

NOTE: INSTALLATION BY A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN IS RECOMMENDED. INSTALLATION AND USE OF THIS EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE U.S. NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE, APPLICABLE LOCAL CODES, AND PERTINENT INDUSTRY STANDARDS.

1) TURN POWER OFF at circuit breaker or fuse panel.
2) Attach wires to terminals with screws provided and screw down tightly. (See wiring diagrams.)
3) Cover wired terminals with insulator using self tapping screws provided. (Protection against shorts.)
4) Groom wires carefully for insertion of wired assembly into wall box. Fasten with four mounting screws provided.
5) Place wall plate, then dial over timer shaft & threaded bushing with the “O” of the dial at the top, and fasten with nut provided.
6) Push knob on timer shaft with pointer toward “0”.
7) Turn power ON at circuit breaker or fuse panel.

Wiring Diagram
694/695 SPDT
(Rear View)
Contact Positions at time “0”